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IN2IT Platform SHIFT during the project to Foster Innovation

Initial Model (2016)
- UI
- Technology Layer (LMS)

Innovative Model 2018
- Social (conferencing)
- Mobile (active using, not just viewing)
- Analytics (for users, not just admin)
- Technology Layer (LMS)
- UI
- Cloud (optional)

Starting Stage → Harmonization

Co-funded by the Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union
Future operational model

- **Layer one: technology/application**
  - Sapir responsibility (updates, backups, server maintenance, etc.)

- **Layer two: registration**
  - Sapir responsibility (based on excel files of each institution)

- **Layer three: user support**
  - Responsibility of each institution vis-à-vis its users
  - Sapir responsibility for yearly guidance
Platform Sustainability

01. Keep the current platform on Sapir College servers

02. Transferring each course materials to the institution servers

03. “Pack” the server and upload it on each institution server.
guide for exporting the courses materials from IN2IT site and importing them to your institute Moodle